
Information about VET WEEK in the 5 VET centers in Bulgaria 

DBBZ PAZARDZHIK 

European week of professional skills in BGCPO SE branch Pazardzhik 

On 7th of December at "Bulgarian-German Vocational Training Center" SE-branch Pazardzhik 
joined the European week of professional skills under the motto“Discover your talent”.Three 
ateliers were held, each one in a sphere connected to the professional orientation and vocational 
training in different groups of professions. 

In the atelier “In the studio of graphic designer” the participants get aquatinted with the basic 
activities common for the creative professions like “Graphic designer” or “Computer Graphics” 
and made their own products under the expert guidance of the trainer.  
 
In “Christmas Shop” the participants immersed into the world of professional chefs, waiters 
and confectioners. With great inspiration participants decorated Christmas cookies. They 
learned how to fold napkins in different ways, and saw a demonstration of the rules of serving. 
 
The challenges the participants met in the “You can” atelier were good opportunities to try 
their skills in team working, their creativity, dexterity and precision, to test their personal skills 
and aptitude for a profession. Help for the ateliers was given by the experts from the Center for 
Career Development Pazardzhik, who discussed with part of the participants’ themes connected 
to their choice of profession.  
 
Ateliers worked with open doors, all who wanted had the chance to go everywhere. The day 
was really colorful! 
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DBBZ TZAREVO 

Within the European Week of professional skills / VET WEEK /, on 07.12.2016, at "Bulgarian-
German Vocational Training Center" SE- affiliate Tzarevo was hold open Day under the 
slogan: "Discover your talent".Present were unemployed, students, representatives of 
"Bulgarian-German Vocational Training Center" SE and guests from the town Bourgas and 
Tzarevo.By working shops were presented the three most coveted positions: Chef, 
Beautician and Hairdresser. Attendees were acquainted with the essence of practical training 
in these professions.In the atelliers "Bon Appetit ","Health, beauty and aesthetics","Beauty and 
Style", attendees participate was including in a demonstration in the preparation of culinary 
products, and participated in arranging and serving dishes.The participants showed interest and 
willingness to be included in vocational training in BGVET SE–branch Tsarevo. The model 
with the ateliers-it was an interesting way to successfully we demonstrate our capabilities and 
to promote the activities of the center -  branch Tzarevo. 

 

 



DBBZ SMOLJAN  

 
On December 7, 2016 from 13:00 - 15:00, "Bulgarian-German Vocational Training Center" SE 
- branch Smolyan, joined the initiative of the European Week on professional skills / VET 
WEEK /. Workshops are organized in professions which are ongoing trainings - Beautician, 
Cook Mountain guide. The initiative was organized jointly with the Center for Career Guidance 
- Smolyan. Attended by 16 students of II-nd School "Prof.А.Zlatarov" unemployed and students 
of "Bulgarian-German Vocational Training Center"- Smolyan вranch who had the opportunity 
to experience these professions. Workshops were accepted with great interest by the 
participants who actively participated in: Atelier "Importance of the profession" Mountain 
guide "- downhill rappelling; Atelier "Christmas traditions in the Rhodope Mountains" - the 
participants were preparing Christmas decorations and Christmas cookies. 
Atelier "Вrilliant and radiant skin" - the participants watched cleaning and laying on nourishing 
masks, festive look – makeup.The attendees had the opportunity to peek behind the doors of 
other professions, which is trained in "Bulgarian-German Vocational Training Center" - branch 
Smolyan. The event was covered on the site of Btv reporter www.rodopinews.com 
 

 
 

 
 

 

http://www.rodopinews.com/


 

 

DBBZ STARA ZAGORA 

On 07/12/2016 from 13.00 in "Bulgarian-German Vocational Training Center" SE - branch 
Stara Zagora, together with the Labour office Stara Zagora, joined in the "European Week of 
professional skills"/ VET WEEK /. 

At the event attended by 21 unemployed people from town Stara Zagora and teachers with 
respect in vocational training. The meeting took place in the following sequence: 

1. Brief presentation of the trainings which are foreseen for the 2017. 2.Conversation with 
meeting participants. 3.Navigation workshops which were prepared and familiarize the 
participants with learning conditions and requirements for each workplace were organized by 
Ateliers these professions which are ongoing trainings. 

The greatest interest was to studio: •What works chef? - Number of participants - 13 in the 
studio cooking all participants took part in the proposed sampling by the teacher, then made of 
them was consumed with pleasure.• What is a welder? -Number of participants–4. In the 
workshop welding 2 participants tried welding process which was prepared by the teacher . • 
What is "Water and sanitation" -Number of participants – 5 In the workshop on Water supply 
and sewerage only one of the participants tried welding polypropylene pipes. 
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DBBZ PLEVENOn 07/12/2016 at "Bulgarian-German Vocational Training Center" SE- 
branch Pleven held an open day at the initiative of the European Commission "European Week 
of professional skills" VET WEEK 5 - 9 December 2016 event was attended by students from 
elementary high school "Hristo Smirnenski” and PG "Assen Zlatarov" and representatives of  

“Center for Career Development”–Pleven. 
Interest in the workshops participants and guests raised studios in construction, woodworking, 
cooking, plumbing and electrical installations. The guests got acquainted with the ongoing 
vocational training center and had the opportunity to test their skills in various professional 
fields. The greatest interest in students produce well-equipped base of the center which touched 
various types of machinery, tools and materials used in vocational training and work. In the 
workshop "Information Technology" participants watched the process of creating iterative 
photo gallery and reviewed the equipment in the computer lab of the center. 
 
Students trained at the moment Branch DP DBBZ branch Pleven get demonstrated to the 
participants in the event which skills can be acquired in various disciplines for which the center 
provides an opportunity for learning. Guests from the Center for Career Development Pleven, 
who discussed with part of the participants’ themes connected to their choice of profession.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


